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South Holland is located in the far northeast corner of the state of Illinois.  We are about 

three miles west of the border of the state of Indiana.  We are also about twenty miles south of 

the metropolis of Chicago.  The first settlers in this territory arrived about 1845.  These first 

settlers came to this territory from the province of South Holland, in the Netherlands.  This is 

where the name of the village of South Holland originated.  Whenever the local population 

reverts to speaking Dutch, it is with a definite “South Holland” dialect.  The language is not as 

pure as the original, but after several generations have added to it and subtracted from it, you can 

still recognize the South Holland dialect. 

The first settlers were farmers and today a good percentage of the people in South 

Holland are still concerned with farming.  About the year 1895, it was discovered that the “onion 

set” was particularly adapted to the soil in this region.  Since this discovery, more and more 

farmers began raising these “onion sets”.  This crop became so popular that during the past few 

years, South Holland was known as the “Onion Set Center of the World”.  This title is not merely 

a slogan, but a fact.  Approximately 1,000,000 bushels of sets are shipped from South Holland 

during a good year.  During the last years the onion sets sold at peak prices and almost 

“everybody and his brother” in South Holland was raising sets. 

To those of us who are unfamiliar with an “onion-set” an explanation of this commodity 

may be of interest.  To get onions—you plant an onion “set”.  A “set” is in reality a small onion 

which has been raised from seed.  These onion-set seeds are raised largely in the states of 

California and Idaho.  In the spring, we get our “set seed” in 100 pound bags.  After the soil is 

prepared for sowing, the seeds are sowed.  Depending on the weather, about two weeks elapse 

from the time the set seeds are sowed and the top of the sets appear above the ground.  The sets 

are cultivated about four times before they are ready to harvest.  Of course, much can happen 

between the time the set is sowed and harvested.  In the spring, too much rain causes maggots 

which can destroy large areas of sets.  As with many other crops, a hot, dry summer will burn the 

tops off the sets and the set automatically stops growing.  Continuous weeding of the sets by 

hand is also necessary.  When during the course of normal growth, the set-tops begin to die off 

and wilt, the farmer begins his process of harvesting.  We say a process of harvesting because 

there are several steps, or operations, involved.  First of all, we “loosen” the sets with a cultivator 

with knives which cut just below the set.  After these sets are loosened in the above manner, we 

take a side-delivery rake, which shoves the sets in one mound, in the middle of the bed.  (The 

bed referred to here is the section of ground about 12 feet wide which contains 12 rows of sets 

when planted).  When the sets are piled in the middle of the bed, the harvester, which, 

incidentally, is a very recent invention, scoops up these sets and conveys them onto the sift, 

which is part of the harvester.  This sift is a reciprocating screen, which sifts the dirt and dead 

tops from the set.  The sets are then placed in a crate—or drying tray.  These crates are then 

stacked up to a height of 5 feet and are then left on the set bed until the time they are taken to a 

frost-proof warehouse.  These sets are normally stored in this warehouse from two to three 

months and in an average year are “milled” in the months of January and February. 

The milling operation consists of dumping sets on a moving screen which sifts them 

according to various sizes.  The set sizes (determined from the diameter of the set—in inches) 

are from ¾ to 1-1/8 inch and everything over a 1-1/8 inch in diameter is known as a number 2 



set.  These number 2 sets are not nearly as much in demand and therefore bring a smaller price 

than any other size.  After the sets are graded or screened, they move to a picking belt or 

conveyer.  This “picking belt” is a continuous belt on which the sets travel on their way to the 

bag.  On both sides of the picking belt sits a row of “pickers”—usually women.  These pickers 

remove any dirt or debris which remains with the sets.  The sets are packaged in bags containing 

32 or 64 pounds of sets, depending on the preference of the buyer.  These bags of sets are then 

shipped by freight express or truck to all sections of the North American continent.  The biggest 

users of onion sets can be found in the states of Tennessee, Mississippi, Georgia, Missouri and 

the Carolinas.  Of course, there is much more which can be said of South Holland.  We have 

tried to show you what we thought would be of interest to you who have never had the 

opportunity to visit us.  We are always ready to welcome visitors to this fair climate and then we 

can show you these wonders; and you not only can benefit from the wonderful aroma of sets, but 

also have an opportunity to taste the product which has made South Holland famous. 
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